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Edited collections are acts of resistance. We are told that they weigh less in research
assessments and that book chapters are not as valuable as articles and monographs,
and yet we stubbornly hold on to this enduring academic format for some of our most
important publications. Milena Ivanova and Steven French’s The Aesthetics of Science is a
brilliant example of why we do this, why our resistance to institutional pressures is
entirely justified, and why we should indeed continue to resist: because edited collections
are the materialization of the time and spaces we reclaim as researchers to engage in new
conversations that transform our fields.

The Aesthetics of Science consists of nine chapters, authored by leading experts in phil-
osophy of science and aesthetics. The introduction, co-authored by Ivanova and French,
sets the agenda for the volume. Aesthetic judgements are ubiquitous in science: scientists
often compare their theories to works of art, assume (but rarely justify!) a relationship
between the beauty of a theory and its truth, and routinely invoke aesthetic considera-
tions in that contested process that philosophers have come to characterize as ‘theory
choice’. These judgements, and the aesthetic vocabulary they mobilize, need to be
taken seriously – but this does not entail that they can simply be taken at face value.
To investigate the work they do in scientific practice, Ivanova and French argue, philoso-
phers of science should stretch beyond epistemology, and join forces with scholars in the
field of aesthetics.

Beauty, truth, theory choice: why, readers of the BJHS will ask, should historians of sci-
ence go back to these philosophical debates? The Aesthetics of Science reframes these philo-
sophical questions in profoundly novel ways, leaving behind (convincingly – and hopefully
for good!) the relics of an older epistemology that contributed to drive a wedge between
historians and philosophers of science. Instead, it offers a philosophy of aesthetic practices
in science that is pluralistic, context-sensitive, and naturally in dialogue with history.

The volume’s key themes are captured by its subtitle: Beauty, Imagination and
Understanding. These three notions intersect in ways that cast new light on the performa-
tive aspects of science and the transformative potential of aesthetics. Several chapters
position debates across aesthetics and philosophy of science firmly within the tradition
of integrated history and philosophy of science. Steven French, for instance, examines
the aesthetic properties of theories as properties of scientific practices and performances,
explicitly joining forces with the analyses of historians of science of the public and per-
formative contexts of lectures and presentations. Historians with a soft spot for the phil-
osophy of history (as well as the history of philosophy) will also greatly enjoy French’s
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analysis of R.G. Collingwood’s treatment of music in The Principles of Art, which underpins
his account of the aesthetics of scientific performance. Alice Murphy explores the aes-
thetic and literary properties of thought experiments, revisiting well-known historical
case studies such as Galileo’s falling-bodies experiment, and showing that – far from
being reducible to logical arguments – thought experiments are characterized by an inter-
pretive flexibility that comes precisely from their aesthetic and literary qualities.
Alexander Bird goes back to Kuhn to argue that the standards of explanatory loveliness,
a term introduced by Peter Lipton to refer to the features of a good explanation (itself
wrapped in aesthetic connotations), are acquired through learning from past exemplars,
rather than formal rules.

Even from this brief snapshot, it is clear that the volume’s interdisciplinary approach
traces novel pathways to reframe old debates, while opening entirely new conversations
where practice takes centre stage. In the rest of this review, I will focus on how two con-
tributions to the volume connect aesthetic judgements and aesthetic experiences to the
theme of scientific understanding, a promising philosophical area of investigation that I
hope historians of science will find congenial.

Milena Ivanova’s chapter explores scientists’ judgements of beauty in relation to
understanding. She notes that philosophers have prioritized the epistemic role of beauty,
by relating it to the truth or empirical success of scientific theories. This relationship has
been developed through realist arguments, which claim that the aesthetic qualities of a
theory objectively latch onto beauty in the world, as well as empiricist ones, which
claim that our confidence in beautiful theories is inductively justified by their past empir-
ical success. Ivanova reframes the terms of this debate completely. Following Henri
Poincaré’s insight that in science there is a ‘more intimate beauty, which comes from
the harmonious order of its parts, and which pure intelligence can grasp’ (p. 87), she sug-
gests that science has many aims, one of which is understanding. Aesthetic values are
mobilized when scientists attempt to understand phenomena, even in the absence of
truth or any indications of past empirical success. This account of understanding as inter-
pretive sense-making, initially developed by Catherine Elgin (herself a contributor to the
volume with an inspiring chapter on the regulative role of aesthetic features in scientific
practice), is construed as an ability or skill to grasp how facts or concepts fit together –
precisely as in Poincaré’s ‘more intimate’ sense of beauty. When placed in relation to
understanding, Ivanova argues, beauty is no longer a reflection of objective properties,
but of scientists’ own choices and abilities to construct their theories in ways that
allow them to intervene in the world and make sense of it. This explains also why aes-
thetic criteria and judgements are ubiquitous in science, and yet they change: because
they are contextual and dynamic conduits to understanding.

Margherita Arcangeli and Jérôme Dokic’s chapter weaves understanding into a fascin-
ating discussion of scientists’ experiences of the sublime – a feeling of awe, being drawn to
mysterious aspects of phenomena or their vastness – which serve as a counterpoint to the
positive and pleasurable connotations associated with experiences of beauty in science. In
an argument for aesthetic pluralism, Arcangeli and Dokic show that beauty and the sub-
lime are aesthetic experiences which enable different kinds of understanding. In fact, sub-
lime experiences may serve as conduits to understanding the very limits of scientific
understanding, as when scientists face complexity, or when theories push us beyond
what we can cognitively handle as human beings.

The shift to understanding is liberating a growing number of philosophers from the
formal prison of older propositional accounts of knowledge, opening the way to a philoso-
phy of scientific practice that is naturally in dialogue with history through a common
emphasis on skills, performance, abilities, activities and the cultural and social contexts
in which interpretive sense-making unfolds. Exploring the trading zones between
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aesthetics and philosophy of science is thus a strategic entry point to building a new space
where practices can genuinely feed into analytical and conceptual categories. And it is
precisely in this way that The Aesthetics of Science takes the form of a collective act of
resistance, setting a standard for what all edited collections should be: by taking philoso-
phers of science outside their comfort zone, the volume reclaims – and puts to work – the
time and space we need to engage in that very aesthetic experience of thinking about the
multiple roles of aesthetics in science.
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